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Degausser Solutions for Erasing Hard Drives



	Manual Hard Drive & Backup Tape Degausser Series
	SV91M 
	V91 Max 
	V660 HDD Evo 


	Automatic Hard Drive & Backup Tape Degausser Series
	DataGauss 
	DataGone 
	DataGauss XL 


	NSA & NATO Hard Drive & Backup Tape Degausser Series
	SDD Master 
	SV91M 











Tape Degaussers - Solutions for Erasing Tapes



	Manual Tape Degausser Series
	V660 HDD Evo 
	V94 
	V92 
	V91 DLT/LTO 


	Automatic Tape Degausser Series
	DataGauss 
	DataGone 
	DataGauss XL 


	Conveyor Tape Degausser Series
	V100 
	V880 


	NSA & NATO Tape Degausser Series
	SDD Master 
	SV91M 










Erasure/Destruction Report Writer


Data Destruction Auditor









Solutions for HDD/SSD Destruction


Crunch 250 Hard Drive Destroyer









SSD and Flash Drive Destruction


MediaGone 500
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MediaGone 500 SSD Shredder
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NSA Listed Hard Drive Destroyers with SSD and HDD destruction
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Hard Drive Degaussers with Industry leading erasure and hard drive destruction
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Hard drive data destruction software with auditing and verification reports





















Degausser Solutions for Erasing Hard Drives
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Manual Hard Drive & Backup Tape Degausser Series




Cost effective, economical solutions

Easy to use, manual operation

Portable

Versatile
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Automatic Hard Drive & Backup Tape Degausser Series




Hands free, fast, automatic operation

Powerful pulse discharge technology

Consistent Erasure

High volume, up to 300 hard drives in the first hour
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NSA & NATO Hard Drive & Backup Tape Degausser Series




US & UK Government Security Approved

Manual & automated systems to suit all budgets

Powerful - up to 22,000 gauss

Fully auditable hard drive erasure solutions


















Tape Degaussers - Solutions for Erasing Tapes
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Manual Tape Degausser Series




Cost effective, complete erasure

Easy to use, manual operation

Portable

Versatile
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Automatic Tape Degausser Series




Hands free, fast automatic erasure

Powerful pulse discharge technology

Consistent Erasure

Medium to High volume, 70-200 tapes per hour
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Conveyor Tape Degausser Series




High speed, fully automatic operation

Table top systems

Variable speed

High volume, 10,000 tapes per hour
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NSA & NATO Tape Degausser Series




UK and US government security approved degaussers

Manual and fully automatic systems

Up to 22,000 gauss

Fully auditable solutions


















Erasure/Destruction Report Writer
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Data Destruction Auditor


















Solutions for HDD/SSD Destruction
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Crunch 250 Hard Drive Destroyer


















SSD and Flash Drive Destruction
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MediaGone 500

























A Hard Drive Degausser World Leader, Total Data Erasure and Hard Drive Destruction. Industry leading degaussers to wipe hard drives, tape and the destruction of SSD.












Latest News










Verity Systems launches DD Imager suite for enhanced data destruction auditing

Today we have officially unveiled our DD Imager solution, the latest new addition to our suite of data destruction tools that enables businesses to catalog and securely erase their data. 

Read more






96% of businesses concerned with cloud security as majority suffer data breaches

A new survey with 3500 IT managers across 26 countries has revealed that a majority of businesses have suffered a breach over the past year, while 96% of companies were concerned about cloud security as a whole.

Read more











VS Security Products Lifetime Technical Support




We're so confident on our design and build quality that every VS Security Product comes with Lifetime Support












[image: ] Data Destruction Auditor

Introducing a revolutionary NEW data protection system

Provides auditable evidence of media erasure and hard drive destruction

	Provides confirmation and tangible evidence of total erasure
	Produce audit ready, data destruction reports
	Available EXCLUSIVELY across VS Security Product pulse degaussers & HDD/SSD Destroyer



More Information

Contact Us
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Find out which of our products would best suit you




 Degausser Comparison











Why Use Hard Drive Degaussers?

Hard drives are robust storage mediums. Nowadays, anyone can send a drive to a data recovery company to retrieve the vast majority of ‘deleted’ data. Furthermore many manufacturers are now engineering hard drives to include data retrieval processes.

To remove data from a hard drive to the point where the previous data is entirely unrecoverable, only by degaussing a hard drive will it be sufficient. Degaussers erase data by randomizing the magnetic charge of a hard drive using a powerful magnetic field. This field completely destroys any resemblance of previously recorded data.

Degaussing is a permanent method of data erasure, and the most widely recognized high-security method of disposal. You cannot use a hard drive after it’s been degaussed. This is because degaussing will also destroy the start-up program hard-coded into the hard drive, known as firmware. For more information, see our introduction to degaussers.




Government Approved Degaussers

The NSA, DOD and the UK National Cyber Security Centre, NCSC (Formally CESG) only approve degausser equipment that can ensure total data erasure of highly sensitive, classified material. These degaussers are rigorously evaluated before they are able to meet government performance requirements.

Generally, degausser strength is rated by a magnetic property called “gauss” or “coercivity”. Our SDD Master triple pulse degausser is rated at 20,000 gauss – generating the strongest erasure field of any degausser on the market.

Any organization involved in managing critical, confidential information, such as financial, medical, military or legal information must take great care in how they deal with the erasure of such data. In many of these cases, the use of an approved degausser is highly recommended.




Why VS Security Products?

With over 30 years’ experience designing and manufacturing degaussers, VS Security Products has built a trusted reputation worldwide as the market leader for data destruction and erasure technology.

Our customers range from security agencies and defence organizations, to universities, hospitals and computer departments. We provide the widest range of data erasure machines available, all of which are manufactured, serviced and tested in our factory.

All VS Security Product’s degaussers and destroyers are sold with a back to base warranty of 1-3 years. See specific product page for details. Some of our products include an optional 5 year extended warranty.

We will always provide free lifetime technical support for our products via telephone and email, whether you opt for warranty or not..
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Contact Us







USA



Verity Systems

c/o VS and Associates

3160 Texas Hill Road

Placerville

CA 95667



tel 530 626 6924





Global Locations








Email - [email protected]
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